
We are The United We Stand Project. Our aim is to raise

awareness on sustainable living, by promoting and sharing

sustainable practices and environment conservation. In the

Philippines, environmental issues are neglected and take a back

seat, as other issues take priority, which is the reason why we

chose our SDGs. We hope to educate people on the efficient

use of our natural resources and why it is important to conserve

them. One of the ways we hope to achieve our goals is through

teamwork, we have collaborated with various organizations and

people, to gain a deeper understanding of sustainability.  

"In the process of the United We Stand Project, I have seen that through unity

we can achieve a better lifestyle not just for ourselves but for our everyone.

Through steady teamwork and combined efforts, people can progress farther

than we can imagine." 

- Savannah, Grade 7 Student

"In the beginning, we were a tiny sapling merely embedded in the

ground. Our experiences are like sunlight, water, and air – each one

adding up and nourishing our growth. Today, we stand tall as a big tree

– one that has withstood the darkest and rainiest of days alongside the

brightest and sunniest ones too. GSL has made us learn values of

teamwork and dedication. "

- Shirin Saundh, Team Leader

ABOUT US:

HIGHLIGHTS:

 
Team Leader

Graphic Designer 

 
Marketing

Content Creator

  I feel so privileged to have been given the chance to guide these five

young student-leaders. Pandemic did not hinder them from coming up with

the “United We Stand” Project. They may not change the entire world right

now - but surely, they have conquered their own fears and discovered their

passion for social involvement. Thank you GSL for giving these young

individuals a platform to consider social action!

- Anthony Agujero, GSL Adviser 

Collaborated with organizations, small businesses, people

who practice a sustainable lifestyle, and other GSL Teams

Recieved a shoutout by multiple local organizations

Each member was able to connect and fully understand

sustainability 

Reached follower goals 

Featured on ‘Feel Good Fridays’ and the GSL Instagram

account as a Social Star of the Week

ACHIEVEMENTS:

 

Media Manager
 

Graphic Designer

Samira Layla KimmiYvieShirin
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Documenter
Content Creator

SDGs:

THE UNITED WE STAND PROJECT

Collaborated with and had panels with Kai Farms, Auroville, Project

Food Tree and The Eco-Friendly Girl

Exchanged promotions with We together, Hotdogs, Toiletri, Manta

From The Wave, GSL Little Heroes, Gender Equality, Self-Care Sport,

Doctor Cookie Foundation, Recycle The World, Geneco, GSL Connect,

Dreamcatchers, We Med, Yafu Official, The Elick Trick Cators, Error

429, Future Stem Leaders, No Emissions

Collaborated with local businesses like Pure Essential Ph, Squeaky

clean kids, Metal Manila, Eco bar ph, Ecozips, Kaifarms, Talala,

Ecolohika, Humble market, Phoenixfit eco products

 Received a shoutout from GSL on their Instagram and their newsletter

Held a workshop centred around sustainability with students at our

school, SSM

Posted several series dedicated to different aspects of sustainability

on our Instagram



Throughout our project, we have succeeded in doing many things. We have achieved our

goals, inspired others, and helped them as well. We have had three successful panels

with individuals, students and organisations alike. Thanks to these experiences, all of us

can say we fully understand the topic of sustainability and what it is all about. 

However, that doesn’t mean we haven’t had our fair share of struggles. Because of the

pandemic, we were not able to fulfil some activities we planned to do because of the

strict quarantine guidelines. However, because of this, we were able to adapt. Instead,

we shifted to doing all of our activities online, like holding meetings and panels on

platforms like Google Meet. Our series, "United Discussions" is a good example of this,

we invite guest speakers to discuss different matters revolving around sustainability and

leading a greener life. So far, we have had 3 episodes, 2 of which feature speakers that

live a sustainable lifestyle.

 

Through these experiences, we were all able to learn something. We have learned how

to lead a sustainable lifestyle, the benefits to it and the impact it makes. We also picked

up quite a few skills, like communication, coordination, managing, efficiency, how to

work well with others, and many more.
 

OUTCOME:

THE UNITED WE STAND PROJECT

200 bottles
recycled

680+ pieces
of plastic
recycled

14 businesses
helped

IMPACT:
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780+ hours
spent

350+ people
involved

235+ followers 4500+ likes

190+ people
helped


